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Abstract
Interatomic Coulombic decay (ICD) is an electronic decay process of excited, ionized systems. It has
been shown to occur in amultitude of small and large systems. The effects ofmore than one possible
decay partner are discussed in detail illustrated by simulated ICD electron spectra ofNeAr clusters and
pureNe clusters. Hereby, themostly underestimated contribution of decaywith non-nearest
neighbours is highlighted. In the neon clusters, the lifetime of the bulk atoms is found to be in excellent
agreementwith experiment (Jahnke et al 2004Phys. Rev. Lett. 93 173401)while the lifetimes of the
surface atoms differ significantly. Hence, the experimental lifetime can not purely be explained by the
effect of the number of neighbours.We propose the possibility to investigate the transition from small
clusters to the solid state by using the ICD electron spectra to distinguish between icosahedral and
cuboctahedral cluster structures.

1. Introduction

The InteratomicCoulombic decay (ICD) is an electronic decay process of an atomormolecule with a sub-outer-
valence vacancy involving atoms ormolecules of the environment. The decay process is initiated by the creation
of the vacancy, which can be achieved in different ways, out of which direct ionization, excitation, anAuger
decay and radioactive decay are themost commonones. They are connected to differentmembers of the family
of ICD-like processes such as the electron transfermediated decay (ETMD), the Resonance ICD, the ICDof
multiply charged species like after anAuger decay and the classical ICD (see [1, 2] and references therein). In this
paper the classical ICDof a sub-outer-valence vacancy in an atomor amolecule (a unitA)will be discussed. After
creation of the vacancy inA, it is filled by an electron of the same unit and the excess energy (often called the
energy of a virtual photon (vp) wvp) is transferred to a decay partnerB, which subsequently gets ionized:

+  + ++ + + -*A B A B e .ICD

In thefinal state, the two unitsA andB are both positively charged, repell each other and thereby undergo a
Coulomb explosion. This process was predicted theoretically [3], later thefirst experimental evidence was found
in [4, 5] and the experimental provewas given by Jahnke et al [6]. Since then it has been studied in amultitude of
different systems such as small and large rare gas clusters [7–15], clusters of smallmolecules [16–20], quantum
dots [21], proteins [22], it is expected to play a role inDNAdamage in radiation therapy [23] andmay be used to
destroymalign tissue [24, 25].

In order to undergo ICD and this process to be observable, two criteria have to be fulfilled: the energy and the
coupling criterion. The energy criterion is a rephrasing of the energy conservation stating that a decay can only
happen if the energy suffices. In case the energy of the doubly ionized final state is higher than the energy of the
singly ionized initial state, the ICD is energetically forbidden. The coupling criterion requires the decay process
to be sufficiently efficient to outperformother decay pathways such as radiative decay by emission of a photon or

coupling to the nuclear degrees of freedom inmolecules. The corresponding property is the decaywidth G =
t
 ,

which is inversely proportional to the lifetime τ and proportional to the decay rate
t
1 .
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The ICDprocess was so farmostly discussed for the case of decay partners in the direct vicinity, because the
decaywith decay partners further awaywere considered to be negligible due to their decaywidth. Therefore, the
decaywas studied in clusters up to 13 neon atoms of equal interatomic distances considering the initial
ionization of only the central atom andnot the other ones [9]. The largest cluster had a cuboctahedral structure.
In this study, a higher than linear dependence of the decaywidth on the number of neighbours was observed. A
linear dependencewould be expected for equal decay partners at equal distances from the initially ionized atom
in the same environment. Since the decaywidth in the asymptotic limit shows an w1 vp

4 -behaviour on the energy
of the vp, which is decreased for a stabilizedfinal state, this additional feature can be related to the better
energetic stabilization of the doubly ionized final state in larger clusters [26].

It was shown in earlier studies [15, 26–28] that decay pathwayswith decay partners at larger distances need to
be included for larger systems for two reasons:

(i) In cluster structures more than one pair of units can consist of the same atom types and have the same
interatomic distance. Hence, they are indistinguishable in the spectrum. Since the decay rate aswell as the
peak intensity is proportional to the number of such pairs, the peaks stemming from several pairs are
favoured compared to other ones at similar distances. Therefore, peaks stemming fromdecays with distant
decay partners can be visible in ICD spectra of clusters[15].

(ii) The opening of ICD-like decay channels depends on the interatomic distance, which is characteristic for
every atompair. A channel being closed at the distance to themost direct neighboursmight be open for
interaction partners at slightly larger distances. If this particular decay channel ismore efficient than other
decay channels being open for the decaywith direct neighbours, it can still be visible in the spectrumor
even outperform the slower decaymechanism and hence they have to be taken into account.We have
shown this for the case of ICD versus the ETMD3process inmixedArXe clusters [26, 28].

Especially in the biological systems, inwhich ICD is discussed to play an important role [23–25] theDNA is
surrounded bymultiplemovingwatermolecules which can act as decay partners. Therefore, understanding the
effect of non-nearest neighbour decaywill be crucial to study these systems.However, this feature of non-nearest
neighbour ICDhas so far not been addressed by itself andwewillfill the gap in this paper.

For a test systemwe choose rare gas clusters. These are favourable for the investigation of basic features both
froma theoretical and an experimental point of view. Their spherical symmetry and their very localized orbitals
allow for an comparably easy theoretical description of the decay processes. The experimental techniques to
produce rare gas clusters arewell established via variety of experimental and theoretical studies [5, 29–31]. This
makes these clusters a convenient target with controlled and predictable cluster conditions available at sufficient
target densities for extended time periods as required in the here described experiments. At the same time, the
structure of the clusters reveals an interestingmatter of research. Small, ideal clusters exhibit an icosahedral
structure while large clusters have a cuboctahedral structure, which infinitely extended, yields the solid state
face-centered-cubic (fcc) structure. In the solid state, every single atom is surrounded by twelve other atoms in
the same distance. Surface atoms or even atoms at edges and vertices are rare compared to the number of atoms
in the bulk.However, in small clustersmost atoms are surface atoms and are therefore surrounded by less than
the optimal 12 atoms. In the icosahedral cluster structure the interatomic distances between different layers are
shorter than between atoms of the same layer. Therefore, this structure is favourable in small clusters with a large
surface-to-bulk ratio. Together with the structure change from icosahedral to cuboctahedral the clusters’
properties gradually change towards those of solids and conductivity as well asmagnetizability can be
observed[32]. It is still unclear at which cluster size the favourable structure changes from an icosahedral to an
cuboctahedral structure. Numbers in the range of 800–3000 atoms have been reported[33, 34].We propose to
use the ICD to be a possible tool to distinguish between icosahedral and cuboctahedral cluster structures using
the different distance patterns in the cluster structures.

Wewill therefore first introduce the theoretical concepts in section 2, present the computational details in
section 3, discuss the distance dependency of the ICD in general in section 4 and then discuss theNeNe ICDpart
of the ICD spectra ofNeAr clusters [15] in section 5.1.Here wewill discuss the peaks and their origin in detail
and thereby raise the question, what a nearest neighbour is supposed to be. Fromour conclusions we propose the
possibility to distinguish cluster structures of ideal icosahedral and cuboctahedral structures using ICD spectra
in section 5.2.

2. Theoretical background

In order to simulate the ICD electron spectra for a given cluster structure, the kinetic energies of the ICD
electrons EICD and the corresponding decaywidths of all pairs have to be determined. The ICD electron energies
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are given by the differences between the initial state and the final state energiesEin andEfin, respectively. The
initial state energy is given by the single ionization potential (SIP) of the sub-valence electron of the entire system
and thefinal state energy is given by the double ionization potential. In the asymptotic limit, which is a
reasonably good approximation forweakly bound systems, the initial state energy is approximated by the SIP of
the initially ionized unitXin and thefinal state energy can be approximated by the sumover the SIPs of the
electron donating unitXD and the electron emitting unitXE ionized in thefinal state aswell as the Coulomb
repulsion between twopoint charges at the interatomic distanceR

= -b b b ( )E E E , 1ICD in fin

= ( ) ( )E XSIP , 2in in

= + +b b b( ) ( ) ( )E X X
R

SIP SIP
1

. 3fin D E

Here,β denotes the selected decay channel.
FollowingWentzel [35], Feshbach [36, 37] and Fano [38] the decaywidth is given by

p cG = á F ñb b( ) ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )E H2 . 4res in f
2

Here, the bound and ionized initial state is described by F ñ∣ in and thefinal continuum state of a particular decay
channelβ is given by c ñb∣ . Its challenging description involving both bound and continuum states can amongst
others be achieved by the FanoADC-Stieltjes approach, where a subset of the 2-hole-1-particle (2h1p) functions
within the algebraic diagrammatic construction (ADC) are used tomimic the final state function c ñb∣ . By these
means calculated discrete energies and corresponding transitionsmoments are then used to construct a
continuous function, which is evaluated at the resonance energy approximated by the single ionization potential
corresponding to the initial state Ein. For amore detailed description of themethod and comparison to other
approaches see[39, 40] and references therein.

3. Computational details

The cluster structures usedwere constructed to have an ideal icosahedral or fcc geometry with optional
additional incomplete outermost shells. These are based on the van derWaals radii for neon rNe=1.54Å and
argon rAr=1.88Å [41]. In case of theNeAr clusters two of those cluster structures from [15], where the
theoretical and experimental argon content in the cluster, theNeAr-ICD to total ICD ratio and the peak position
of theNeAr-ICDpeakmatched best for a givenmanifold (set) of clusters produced under certain experimental
conditions, have been chosen. These are =C 3Ar , =C 1Ne , =S 7Ne for set 3 and =C 2Ar , =C 1Ne , =S 13Ne

for set 5wherewe used the same nomenclature as in [15]. Hence,CAr denotes the edge length of the argon core,
CNe denotes the number of complete neon shells around the argon core and SNe denotes the number of
triangular surfaces additionally covered by neon atoms.

The calculations to obtain the ICD electron spectra of all cluster structures were performedwith the program
HARDRoC [42] based on the decomposition of the cluster into pairs. Every pair with the same distance is treated
equally. This includes the assumption that every neon atom is ionizedwith the same probability[15, 43]. It uses
experimental ionization energies shown in table 1 and curves fitted to the decaywidth of theNeNe ICDof [10]
and theNeAr decaywidths of [15]. Thesefitted curves yield lifetimes t =

G
 at the corresponding equilibrium

distances of t = 60 fsNeNe and t = 44 fsNeAr .

4.Decaywith decay partners at different distances

To fully understand the spectra of clusters with several possible initially ionized atomswithmultiple decay
partners it is necessary to understand the properties of the decay of a single pair of atoms. As can be seen from

Table 1.Experimental values
for the single ionization
potentials [15] used for the
estimation of the decay
widths.

Indicator Value

SIP(Ne2s) 47.75 eV

SIP(Ne2p) 21.10 eV

SIP(Ar3p) <c 3 15.40 eV

SIP(Ar3p) c 3 15.20 eV
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equations (1)–(3), the kinetic energy of the ICD electron follows an R1 -behaviour shown infigure 1 for the case
of a neon dimer at different distances.

From this diagram it can already be seen that the kinetic energies stemming from equidistant peaks of 3, 4, 5,
K , 9Å are not equidistant in their energy difference but rather decrease for an increasing interatomic distance.

The corresponding decaywidthsΓ depending on the interatomic distance are shown infigure 2. They show
an asymptotic R1 6-behaviour such that the decaywidths from an interatomic distance of 7Å on are too small
to be seen in thefigure. Thismeans that in case of a neon dimerwith an internuclear distance of 3Å, a decaywith
one decay partner at twice the internuclear distance of the neon dimer is very unlikely, but that interactionswith
decay partners at shorter distances can not in general be neglected.

A similar picture is given by the hypothetical ICD-electron spectrum for decay partners at distances of 3, 4,
K, 9Å shown infigure 3.Here, the kinetic energy of the ICD electron is depicted on the abscissa while the decay
widthΓ is plotted on the ordinate. Since the decaywidth is proportional to the decay rate and hence the decay
probability, these spectra can directly be compared to experimental ICD electron spectra.

Thefirst and dominant peak stems from the decaywith a decay partner at a distance of 3Å. The energy
distance to the next peak stemming from a decaywith a decay partner with an internuclear distance of 4Å is
found at a 1.20 eV higher kinetic energy and the energy difference to the next peak stemming from a 5Å distant

Figure 1.Kinetic energy of the ICD electron depending on the interatomic distance of the two atoms in an isolated pair involved in the
decay within the asymptotic approximation. The kinetic energy shows a R1 behaviour and hence distance changes at small distances
lead to larger changes in the kinetic energy than at larger distances.

Figure 2.Decaywidths for different interatomic distances following an asymptotic R1 6-behaviour. For distances larger than twice
the shortest distance considered the peaks are not visible in this plot.
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decay partner is further 0.68 eVhigher. The increase of kinetic energy of the ICD electron is caused by a decrease
of Coulomb repulsion between the interaction partners in the final state and therefore, the additional excess in
energy is converted into kinetic energy of the emitted ICD electron. The energy difference between the peaks
shown infigure 3 decreases with an increasing distance of decay partners and at the same time the kinetic energy
of the ICD electron. Thismeans that for small interatomic distances and comparably low kinetic energies of the
ICD electron, the energy spectrumhas a higher resolution of the interatomic distances. Therefore, a peak
structuremight be visible for the decaywith nearest neighbours (or the closest atomswith energetically allowed
decay channels) but not necessarily for all different kinds of interaction partners at larger distances.

5. ICD in clusters

5.1. NeAr clusters
After ionization from theNe2s, a heteronuclearNeAr cluster can decay via two competing pathways:

+  + +
+  + +

- - -

- - - -

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

e

e

Ne 2s Ne Ne 2p Ne 2p ,

Ne 2s Ar Ne 2p Ar 3p

1 1 1
ICD

1 1 1
ICD

inwhich the excess energy gained by filling theNe2s vacancy is transferred to either another neon atomor to an
argon atom. Since the lifetimes of theNeNe-ICD and theNeAr-ICD are of the same order ofmagnitude, both
are visible in the secondary electron spectrum (seefigure 2 of [15]). The two signals are well separated in energy
and both consist of amain peak and a shoulder at higher kinetic energies of the ICD electron.We earlier showed
a clear geometry dependence of peak intensity relation of theNeNe-ICD andNeAr-ICD and utilized this
property to determine the structure of heteroatomic rare gas clusters [15].

The peak structure of onemain peak and a shoulder at higher energies has been discussed for theNeAr
before. Theoretical investigations indicate that the shapemight be caused by different vibrational levels of the
NeAr dimer ( =v 0, 1, 2) being populated prior to the initial ionization, because the calculated lifetimes of the
intermediate states were too short to allow for nuclear dynamics [44]. There, the ratio of the population of the
three vibrational levels 10:5:4was chosen to yield a spectrum close to the experimental spectrumofNeAr
clusters. However, recent experimental results of the ICD in theNeAr dimer show a symmetric peakwithout a
shoulder [45]. In order to explain this, the authors assume a bond contraction of theNe+Ar to happen prior to
the decay. This nuclear rearrangement would contradict the theoretically predicted lifetime of the system and
they therefore propose the prior value to bewrong and give an estimate for a higher lifetime.Wewould like to
emphasize the possibility thatmainly the vibrational ground state was populated at the temperatures at which
the experiment was conducted and that the theoretically predicted lifetimes are correct. Since the shoulder
appears in the spectrumof clusters only and not in the dimer spectra, we interpret these experimental results of

Figure 3. ICD electron spectrum for interaction partner distances of 3 , 4 , 5 ,K ,9 Å. The energy difference between equidistant
interaction partners decreases with increasing distance. For the case ofNe2 pairs these energy differences between the peaks stemming
fromdifferent interatomic distances are given by: 3 Å, 4 Å 1.20 eV, 4 Å, 5 Å 0.68 eV and 5 Å, 6 Å 0.48 eV. Thismeans
that the spectrum is better resolved for smaller distances and that small distance changes like vibrations willmainly affect this lower
energy part of the spectrum.
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the dimer to confirmourfindings, that the shoulder stems from ICDwith interaction partners of the next
shell [15].

In the neon dimer several vibrational states of the ionized initial state are involved in the decay[7]. It has
furthermore been shown, that the experimentally determined lifetime of t = 150 50 fsNeNe [46] is only in
agreementwith those theoretical lifetime calculations that explicitly include nuclear dynamics of the
intermediate state[47]. However, the early lifetimemeasurements in neon clusters with amean cluster size of
<N>=900 atoms show a lifetime of 30 fs for surface atoms and 6 fs for bulk atoms. This lifetime decrease is
caused by the possibility to decaywith several decay partners. Nuclear dynamics occur in the range of tens of
femtoseconds in the dimer. Additionally, the driving force for a bond contraction after the initial ionization is
higher in dimers than in clusters, where one bond contraction usually leads to several bond elongations.
Therefore, we consider the influence of nuclear dynamics on the lifetime to be sufficiently small to be able to
neglect them in clusters in a first description[5, 9]. In the following, wewill focus on theNeNe-ICDpart of the
ICD electron spectra of theNeAr clusters and analyze them inmore detail.

Infigure 4 the ICD electron spectra for theNeNe-ICDpart of heterogeneous clusters are shown as stick
spectra for set 3 and set 5.Hereby, we stick to the naming and the color code of [15]. Both spectra exhibit a
similar pattern of peak groups. The groups are found around 1.0 eV (group (a)), around 1.7 eV (group (b)),
around 2.6 eV (group (c)) and from3 to 4 eV. The peak groups can be assigned to atompairs within the cluster.
For group (a) the peaks stem fromdecays between two nearest neighbour atoms of two different shells, while
group (b) stems from the decay partners being nearest neighbours in the same shell. Group (c) can be assigned to

Figure 4. ICD spectra for theNeNe-ICDpart of the structures of set 3 and set 5 of theNeAr clusters in [15] plotted as stick spectra. The
different peak groups resemble different pair types within theNeAr clusters. The lowest energy peaks ((a)) refer to nearest neighbours
of different shells, the peak group (b) refers to nearest neighbours within one shell and the peak group (c) refers to next-nearest
neighbours between adjacent shells. The other peaks contain both peaks stemming frompairs within the same shell as well as pairs
consisting of atoms of different shells. In this representation the contribution of the peaks around 3 eV is easily underestimated. After
folding the spectrumwithmany close lying small peaks theywill add up to yield a visible peak or shoulder (compare [15]).
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non-nearest neighbours in adjacent shells and the other peaks stem fromamixture of pairs which cannot
unambigiously be categorized because different kinds of peaks intersect each other.

Obviously, the peak groups have afine structurewhich originates fromdifferent positions of the decay
partners within a shell (face, egde or vertex). For the investigated ideal icosahedral structures, these pairs of
group (a) are from low to high kinetic energies: vertex–vertex, edge–edge, edge–face and face–face. Due to
vibrational broadening of the peaks the experimental observation of thisfine structure is unlikely in neon
clusters.

Concluding these findings, there is not neccessarily only one kind of nearest neighbours in clusters. Even the
next-nearest neighbours are closer to twice the interatomic distance of the closest pair with an open decay
channel. Therefore, also non-nearest decay partners need to be taken into account in order to simulate ICD
spectra of clusters. It can be considered safe to neglect decay partners at sufficiently larger distances than twice
the closest interatomic distance between decay partners with open channels.

5.2. Neon clusters: icosahedral versus cuboctahedral structure of clusters
We study two cluster structures (shown infigure 5), where one has an idealized icosahedral and the other one has
an idealized cuboctahedral structure for clusters of both 55 and 923 atoms. They hence consist of 13 (561) core
and 42 (362) surface atoms.

It was predicted theoretically and proven experimentally that the lifetimes of ionized bulk atoms is shorter
than of ionized surface atoms due to the smaller number of direct neighbours of surface atoms[5, 9]. The
experimentally determined lifetimes are t = 30 fssurf and t = 6 1 fsbulk  [5]. For our 55 and 923 atom
cluster the decaywidths and lifetimes are listed in table 2.

In all cases, our results confirm the shorter lifetimes of the bulk atoms compared to the surface atoms. Both
for the icosahedral and for the cuboctahedral cluster structure the lifetime of the bulk atoms is almost
independent of the cluster size and the difference ismaximum0.2 fs. This can be explained by the very similar
environments of bulk atoms in smaller and larger clusters. The lifetimes of the surface atoms however are
smaller for the larger cluster sizes. In small clusters, the number of face surface atoms is small compared to the
number of edge and vertex atoms in the surface. The larger the clusters are, the larger is the relative number of
the surface atoms. These surface atoms in face positions havemore direct neighbours than atoms in vertex

Figure 5.Cluster structures of the 55 atomNe clusters with cuboctahedral structure (left) and icosahedral structure (right).

Table 2.Calculated decaywidths and lifetimes of bulk and surface
atoms for icosahedral and cuboctahedral clusters of 55 and 923
atoms.

Atoms Γ (meV) τ (fs)

Icosahedral Bulk 55 125 5.3

Surface 55 67 9.8

Bulk 923 126 5.2

Surface 923 81 8.1

Cuboctahedral Bulk 55 140 4.7

Surface 55 78 8.4

Bulk 923 147 4.5

Surface 923 95 7.0
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positions. Therefore, our estimated lifetime of the average surface atoms in the small clusters should be slightly
larger than in larger clusters.

For both the icosahedral and the cuboctahedral cluster structures the lifetimes of the bulk atoms are in
excellent agreement with experiment. However, the theoretical lifetimes of the surface atoms are significantly
smaller than the experimental lifetime. Assuming that the experimental lifetimes are correct, we have to consider
three error sources: (1) the nuclearmotion excluded in our approach, (2)different cluster structures, and (3) a
different stabilization of charges between the inner-valence ionized and the outer-valence ionized atom
compared to the bulk.

Cluster structures with larger interatomic distances of the surface atoms between each other and the core
atomswould explain the higher experimental lifetimes of the surface atoms. These could be caused by non-ideal
structures due to the clusters’ temperature.

It remains to discuss the influence of the different charge stabilizations of inner- and outer-valence
vacancies. The decaywidth is proportional to

w
1

vp
4 where the energy of the vp is given by

w = -( ) ( ) ( )X XSIP SIP . 5vp in D

If the stabilization difference of the inner-valence vacancy between the bulk and the surface atoms is larger
than the corresponding difference of the outer-valence vacancy, the transferred energy is increased in case of the
surface atoms (w w>vp,surf vp,bulk). As a consequence, the decaywidth is decreased and the lifetime is increased.
Unfortunately, only the initial state energy differences are to be found in the literature [5]. Hence, a validation of
this cause is currently not possible.

Before discussing the ICD spectra of the icosahedral and cuboctahedral cluster structures shown infigure 6,
wewould like to recall that clusters with an icosahedral structure have shorter interatomic distances between
shells thanwithin the same shell. In terms of the ICD, different groups of nearest neighbours exist, onewithin
the same shell and one between adjacent shells. This is characteristic for icosahedral cluster structures.
Cuboctahedral cluster structures on the other hand are characterized by only one interatomic distance.
Therefore, icosahedral cluster structures should be distinguishable from cuboctahedral clusters by the number
of peaks, which can be seen in figure 6.

Two experimental ICD electron spectra of clusters with amean cluster size< >N of70 and 209 atoms are
available in the literature[4, 48]. Thefirst experimental spectrum for clusters with< >N =70 shows a very
broad ICD electron peakwithout an unambiguously assignable peak structure, whereas the later results show a
main peak of ICD electrons and a smaller peak at slightly higher kinetic energies (at around 3 eV) that was not
even assigned to be an ICDpeak in the original work. This peak corresponds to the decaywith non-nearest
neighbours in the adjacent shell. However, a further peak structure is not visible.

Whether or not the cluster structures would be distinguishable in experiment will depend on the vibrational
broadening of the peaks, the experimental resolution and difference of the interatomic distances and hence the
energy difference of the peaks in the spectrumof the icosahedral structure. In this proof-of-principle discussion

Figure 6. ICD spectra of pure neon clusters consisting of 55 atoms in icosahedral and cuboctahedral structure. In clusters with an ideal
cuboctahedral structure all interatomic distances are the same and hence only one peak for each shell around any atom in the cluster is
to be expected. In ideal icosahedral clusters the interatomic distances between atomswithin the same shell and between atoms in
neighbouring atoms are different. Therefore two peaks for interactions partners at different distances can be expected. This feature
might help to experimentally identify the underlying structure of clusters.
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we chose neon clusters for comparisonwith experiment but for the distinction of cluster structures itmight be
recommendable to choose atomswith larger internuclear distances in clusters.

6. Summary

Wehave discussed two of the three aspects one needs to take into account to simulate the ICD spectrumof rare
gas clusters properly. Due to the nature of clusters, a neon atom ionized in the inner-valence will have several
decay partners at different distances. The larger the interatomic distance is the higher is the kinetic energy of the
ICD electronswhichwill yield amultitude of peaks in the spectrum. These are thenweighted by the decaywidth,
which depends on the interatomic distance of the decay partners but also needs to be scaled by the number of
pairs of the same distance. Themanifold of all different decay events will then yield the spectrum.

When applying these aspects to cluster structures, onefinds that not only the nearest neighbours contribute
to the spectrum, but several other decay partners do as well. Decay partners until a distance of at least twice the
distance of the clostest decay partners should be taken into account. In clusters with an icosahedral cluster
structure this is especially important because the smallest interatomic distance between atoms of the same and
atoms of different layers is different, but both distances are comparable. This leads to a different number of peaks
in the spectrawhichmight help to distinguish between clusters of icosahedral and cuboctahedral cluster
structure.

While the theoretical lifetime of the bulk atoms show an excellent agreement with experiment, the lifetimes
of the surface atoms differ significantly. This deviationmight be caused by different static cluster structures than
taken into account in this work, by different energetic stabilization of charges or by nuclear dynamics.Which of
these reasons explains the experiment can not be determined at themoment. Experimentally determined
photoelectron spectra of the outer valence of high resolution in neon clusters would help to solve this puzzle.
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